
Pâte à Crêpes ~ Galettes 

Pâte à Crêpes 

For approximately 15 crêpes  

250 g flour 
small pinch salt 
1/2 liter milk  
3 to 4 eggs (depending on size) 
25 g butter 

This batter is neutral and can be used for both sweet and savory crêpes.  
For sweet crêpes, add 25 g sugar. 

You can also replace the milk with water, beer or cider. 

Put flour and a small pinch of salt in a bowl.  Make an opening in the 
middle and put your eggs into it.  Whisk just your eggs and slowly start 
incorporating the flour around them.  When the center mixture becomes 
too stiff, add a little milk and continue gently whisking the center 
ingredients and incorporating the flour all around.  If you do it this way, 
you will avoid lumps in the batter.  If you do end up with lumps, you can 
pass the batter through a sieve. 

Melt the butter, let it cool and add it at the end. 

Let your dough rest overnight.  Bring it to room temperature, stir it and 
start making crêpes. 

A good trick for oiling or buttering your pan is to use the end of a potato.  
Put a fork in it and dip it in the oil or butter, then rub it on your pan; you 
don’t need to oil it every time—just at the beginning and if your batter 
starts to stick. 



Don’t worry if the first few crêpes are ruined—that always happens as 
you adjust the temperature of your pan.  In France, they say the first 
crêpe is for the dog. 

Cook until the edges start to lift off the side and you see little holes 
forming; flip it and cook the second side for about a minute.  You want 
the first side to have nice color, but the second side doesn’t need to be as 
cooked, as it will have the filling.  As you cook them, stack them in a 
plate.  They can be eaten right away or refrigerated for a few days 

When you are ready, heat them in the pan and put whatever you enjoy in 
them.  Then fold them over the filing and serve 
Some suggestions: 
A little butter with sugar and lemon  
Nutella 
• You can dust the sweet ones with confectioners sugar 

Ham and gruyère  
Smoked salmon with crème fraîche and lemon, etc. 

Galettes (buckwheat crêpes from Brittany) 

Thanks to Open Bowl, we’ve started making this recipe regularly. It’s 
from Pascal Rigo’s The American Boulangerie.  It is fun to make and the 
results are glorious.  Paulina handles the batter, slowly whisking the 
eggs and liquid until all the flour is incorporated.  She does it so 
meticulously now, the batter is free of lumps.  After it rests overnight, I 
make a big stack of galettes, which usually stay in the refrigerator for a 
few days, as a self-serve base for any quick meal.  They are great for 
lunch and dinner, and even for a hearty breakfast.  Just reheat the galette 
in the crêpe or other low sided pan and add filling to cook or warm up.  
Elise and I stick to the traditional ham and gruyère and sometimes also 
an egg.  Scott puts harissa and whatever he finds in the refrigerator.  
When done, fold the galette in half.  You can also make a delicious sweet 
version with a little butter, sugar and lemon. 






